Multiparametric sensor-chip based technology for monitoring metabolic activity: A proof-of-principle study with live tissue.
The recent development of an electronic test system based on silicon sensor-chips allows the continuous parallel recording of relative changes in extracellular acidification, oxygen consumption and electric impedance in living cells. The objective of this proof-of-principle study therefore, was to clarify whether this system can also be applied to live tissue slices thus providing a device for an ultimately envisioned chemosensitivity testing apparatus for individualized treatment schemes in cancer therapy. A prototype of the testing apparatus equipped with six individual measuring devices has been used to simultaneously analyze changes in extracellular acidification, oxygen consumption and electronic impedance in live liver tissue and compared to data obtained from a tumor cell line. In contrast to tumor cells, tissue slices showed low rates of extracellular acidification but high rates of oxygen consumption. Monitoring of electrical impedance values, reflecting cellular morphology, revealed that the compact cell structure of the tissue slices was able to function as electric insulator and actively change the impedance values of the system. Exposure of tumor cells to 1 microM cytochalasin B, a fungal metabolite known to interact with the cytoskeleton and influence glucose metabolism, resulted in the rapid decline of extracellular acidification, increased oxygen consumption rates and increased values in capacitance. In tissue slices upon addition of 1 microM cytochalasin B, a decline of both extracellular acidification and electrical impedance was observed within 1 h. Determination of ATP content in the tissue slices revealed that decreasing ATP content paralleled diminishing oxygen consumption. This new technique offers the possibility of generating metabolic profiles for cells and tissues by studying oxygen consumption, extracellular acidification and electrical impedance.